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We propose the Hierarchical Product Classification (HPC) framework for the purpose
of classifying products using a hierarchical product taxonomy. The framework uses a

classification system with multiple classification nodes, each residing on a different level

of the taxonomy. The innovative part of the framework stems from the definition of
classification recipes that can be used to construct high-quality classifier nodes, using

the product descriptions in the most optimal way. These classifier recipes are specifically
tailored for the e-commerce domain. The use of these classifier recipes enables flexible
classifiers that adjust to the taxonomy depth-specific characteristics of product taxonomies.

Furthermore, in order to gain insight into which components are required to perform
high quality product classification, we evaluate several feature selection methods and
classification techniques in the context of our framework. Based on 3000 product

descriptions obtained from Amazon.com, HPC achieves an overall accuracy of 76.80% for
product classification. Using 110 categories from CircuitCity.com and Amazon.com, we
obtain a precision of 93.61% for mapping the categories to the taxonomy of shopping.com.
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1 Introduction

The World Wide Web (WWW) has drastically changed the availability and exchange of

information. Nowadays, consumers and businesses more often make use of e-commerce [25].

Most studies from literature focus on approaches that personalize the experience [14, 16, 40]

and enhance the purchase decisions [42, 53] of users visiting Web shops. Product taxonomies

are related to these research fields and have been widely used for the organization of many

kinds of information on the Web. Product taxonomies help customers find relevant products

and allow businesses to organize the offered product assortments. Figure 1 shows an example

of the product taxonomy of Amazon.com, where the consumer has a good overview of the

products that are offered.

Usually, there is no uniform description of the same products among different vendors

on the Web, which forces business-to-business e-commerce to address the issues that arise
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2 A Framework for Product Description Classification in E-commerce

Fig. 1. Product categories from Amazon.com.

with heterogeneous information [27, 26], such as synonyms and homonyms. Similarly, the

automatic classification of products is becoming more important as this enables companies to

lower costs by spending less time on this task. Without automatic classification, one has to

manually classify products and the cost of this process will keep increasing as the heterogeneous

information on the Web keeps growing.

In this work, we investigate text classification techniques for the purpose of providing

effective hierarchical product classification. We loosely define product classification as the

task of ‘assigning a product to an existing or new category, given a product description’.

Hierarchical classification can be considered as a classification that takes the hierarchical

structure of the taxonomy into account. In this work, the classification is determined to be

static, i.e., we assume that the classification of products will not change over time.

Product descriptions on the Web usually contain information like the title, brand, features

description, and (optionally) reviews of the product. If the product description is extracted

from an existing system, it can also contain the category it was assigned in that system. On the

Web, product descriptions are often not structured and not classified, i.e., the product category

is missing or does not belong to a standard taxonomy [9]. There are various taxonomies that

can be used for the purpose of product classification, including the United Nations Standard

Products and Services Code (UNSPSC) standard [39].

The main focus of this paper is on the classification of products into an existing product

taxonomy. The product taxonomy refers to a predefined hierarchy of product categories. The

goal of this research is to evaluate text classification techniques for the purpose of effective

product classification, and to provide a framework that deals with various issues encountered

in practice that impede this process. For this system, we can identify three main requirements,

(1) the classification of products to both internal and leaf nodes in the category hierarchy,

thereby supporting classification to multiple nodes (multiple classification), (2) dealing with
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Fig. 2. Three possible scenarios when a new product needs to be classified.

product descriptions that may contain a category, and (3) providing a decision algorithm to

identify the cases where no matching category exists.

The proposed Hierarchical Product Classification (HPC) framework requires a given

category hierarchy, without existing product description associations. Given the above re-

quirements, we can identify three scenarios that can occur when a new product has to be

classified, as shown in Figure 2. A product description can contain a category that does not

necessarily have to be present in the existing category taxonomy. If the product description

contains a category, the system must be able to determine whether or not the product should

be classified to an existing category in the hierarchy (scenario 2), or that it should be classified

using the given category by adding it to the hierarchy (scenario 3), i.e., when there is no

match. The classification algorithm should use, if available, the new given category in this

decision, as it can provide valuable information concerning the classification of the product. If

the product description does not contain a category, the task is to classify the product to one

of the existing categories (scenario 1). The main focus of this paper is on scenarios 1 and 2.

However, the proposed category mapping algorithm for scenario 2 can be used with a decision

function to determine whether the product description ‘fits’ one of the categories present in

the system or whether the computed mapping is false, i.e., whether it is necessary to perform

the steps for scenario 3.

The contributions of this paper are threefold. First, we evaluate several classification

techniques on large, real-world product description data sets, which has not been done before.

Second, we propose a high precision algorithm that makes use of syntactic and semantic

similarities in order to map a given product category to an existing taxonomy of product

categories. Third, and last, this work gives a clear overview of which feature selection methods

in product descriptions provide the most accurate classifications.

We start with a survey of the current literature on related classification techniques, feature

selection methods, and evaluation techniques. We discuss these topics in Section 2. In Section 3

we present the details of the proposed framework. We provide an overview of the evaluation

results in Section 4, where we assess the framework with real-world data from Amazon.com.

Finally, in Section 5, we summarize our findings and give directions for future research.
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2 Related Work

According to [51], automated text classification (TC) is a learning task, defined as assigning

predefined category labels to new documents based on the likelihood suggested by a training

set of labeled documents. Classification techniques can be categorized by two aspects. First,

the difference between flat and hierarchical classifiers is that flat classifiers assign documents to

categories at one level, i.e., there is no category hierarchy, as opposed to hierarchical classifiers,

where the hierarchy of categories must be taken into account by the classifier. Second, a

classifier can be an independent binary classifier or m-ary (m > 2) classifier. Given a document,

an independent binary classifier makes a yes/no decision for each category, while an m-ary

classifier typically consists of multiple classifiers (e.g., one for each category) and computes a

ranked list of candidate categories for each document.

In the literature, we can find two main approaches for hierarchical text classification, i.e.,

the big-bang approach and the top-down level-based approach [36]. These two approaches are

not tied to a specific classification technique because they only prescribe how one or more

text classifiers should be used. In the big-bang approach, only a single classifier is used in the

classification process. Given a document, the classifier assigns it to one or more categories

in the category taxonomy. In the top-down level-based approach, one or more classifiers are

constructed at each level of the category taxonomy and each classifier works as a flat classifier

at its level. A document will first be classified by the classifier at the root level. It will

then be further classified into one or more lower categories by their corresponding classifiers.

This process continues until it reaches a final category that could be a leaf category or an

internal category. Different types of classification techniques have been developed that can

be used with both approaches. These include rule-based techniques [33, 32, 43], probabilistic

approaches [15, 3, 22, 38], fuzzy [44, 20], support vector machine approaches [7, 36, 54, 11, 28],

neural networks [21, 45, 30], and cluster-based techniques [19, 35].

A major issue for all text classification techniques is the high dimensionality of the feature

space. Several feature selection methods exist that can be used in combination with a threshold

to achieve a desired degree of term elimination. Term frequency thresholding (TF) is the

simplest technique for vocabulary reduction. The frequency of each term is computed and

a minimum threshold for this frequency is used to remove terms. Information gain (IG) is

another feature selection method that is used frequently in the field of machine learning [24].

IG measures the number of bits of information obtained for category prediction by knowing

the presence or absence of a term in a document. Mutual information (MI) is a criterion

commonly used in statistical language modeling of words associations [4]. This criterion has

by convention value zero when there is no document that contains the considered word pair.

To use this criterion for feature selection, one can compute the average or maximum mutual

information value for a term. Another popular statistical criterion is the χ2 statistic (CHI).

The χ2 statistic measures the lack of independence between two words and can be compared

to the χ2 distribution with one degree of freedom. Like the MI, the CHI statistic has a value

of zero when the two words are independent. This statistic can be used for feature selection in

the same manner as MI (computing an average or maximum). The difference between CHI

and MI is that CHI is a normalized value, and hence CHI values are comparable.

The authors of [52] have performed an empirical study, comparing different feature selection

methods, including the TF, IG, and CHI methods. The authors used two m-ary classifiers, a
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k-Nearest Neighbor classifier (kNN) [47], and a regression based method named Linear Least

Squares Fit mapping (LLSF) [50]. They consider recall and precision as performance measures.

The authors conclude that IG and CHI provide the most effective aggressive term removal (up

to 90% of the original feature space) without losing classification accuracy.

As previously discussed, there are roughly two approaches to classification, i.e., the top-

down and big-bang approaches. Because top-down approaches use multiple classifiers, they

address the issue of separating the noisy terms from the useful ones. This task is usually

highly dependent on the location in the category hierarchy. For example, ‘mobile phone’ may

be a good feature for a top level classification (e.g., Electronics), but becomes useless when

drilled down to Electronics/Mobile Phones.

In [3], a typical top-down approach is proposed, where a Bernoulli model is assumed for

the document generation. A method based on Fisher’s discriminant indices is used for feature

selection, which takes place at each category node. The authors compared their approach with

a weighted one-level cosine classifier. Their approach showed better results with respect to the

micro-averaged recall [49], i.e., 0.66 versus the 0.48 result of the cosine classifier.

[6] propose a system that classifies products using existing classification standards, such

as UNSPSC [39]. The authors consider three methods and the main focus of the system is

the business-to-business environment. For non-hierarchical classification the best result comes

from the Näıve Bayes Classifier, i.e., 78%, outperforming the Vector Space Model (VSM) [31]

and the kNN algorithm. We hypothesize that this performance can be increased by employing

a top-down classification system where feature selection is performed on each node level,

separately. For hierarchical classification the highest accuracy obtained is 38%.

[5] propose an approach where documents are classified only to leaf nodes of the category

hierarchy. Classification is done by taking the weighted sum of feature occurrences that should

be larger than the category threshold. The innovative contribution of this approach is the

possibility of restructuring an initial hierarchy or building a new one from scratch, topics that

are outside the scope of our approach.

[43] identify several issues with the top-down level-based approaches. Among other aspects,

the closeness of classification is not addressed by these approaches, e.g., classifying a mobile

phone, which belongs to the category ‘Mobile Communications’ as ‘Electronics’ is a smaller

error compared to classifying it as ‘Clothes’. For this reason, there are a number of approaches

proposed in the literature that are designed using the Big-Bang approach. [45] propose a

two-level classification, where their approach is characterized by a probabilistic framework.

[30] present the design and evaluation of an approach based on the Hierarchical Mixture of

Experts model. As our solution, this approach also uses a divide-and-conquer strategy to

define smaller categorization problems based on a predefined hierarchical structure. With

respect to accuracy, the approach of [30] shows better results compared to [48] and [18], where

a nearest neighbor classifier and a linear classifier are used, respectively.

[37] proposes Chimera, an approach for classifying product descriptions that combines

learning, rules (created by employees), and crowdsourcing. The authors argue that using rules

(in conjunction with learning) is valuable and that research should focus more on helping

analysts create and manage these more effectively. Although this approach provides interesting

results, it is difficult to compare it with our approach. First, the system relies on significant

human effort. For example, the system uses a manually curated list of 20,000 brands in the
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classification step. Another example is the use of rules and crowdsourcing in the system. This

makes it very difficult to compare this approach with ours, which is fully automatic. Second,

the focus of the classification task seems to differ from ours. Whereas we propose a system for

hierarchical product classification, i.e., using a deep multi-level taxonomy, the Chimera system

focuses more on a large scale, flat, taxonomy, consisting of only two levels. The different scope

makes a direct comparison with our solution unsuitable.

We can draw several conclusions from the literature overview. First, besides [6], none of the

related work that aims to solve the same task as our approach focuses on specifically classifying

product descriptions. The work in [6] has some significant limitations, as it compares only

three methods (VSM, k-Nearest Neighbor, and Näıve Bayes), and more importantly, the results

for hierarchical classification are not promising as the highest accuracy that is obtained is

38%. Second, there is no literature on feature selection for product descriptions. It is not clear

which parts of a product description can be used for hierarchical classification of products.

The paper aims to fill these gaps by thoroughly evaluating the effects of using the different

parts of a product description in combination with well-known feature selection methods.

3 The HPC Framework

In this section we present the Hierarchical Product Classification (HPC) framework for

classifying product descriptions using a hierarchical product category taxonomy. In the

next sections the different components of the HPC framework are discussed in detail. The

preparation of the data set is discussed in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we discuss the HPC

classification system.

3.1 Data set processing

The preparation of the data set is part of the HPC framework, as product descriptions are

usually very heterogeneous, especially with respect to the level of detail. For this reason,

the HPC framework assumes that a product description has at least the following required

parts: (1) product title (text), (2) brand of the product (nominal), (3) price of the product

(number), and (4) description of the features of the product (text). To avoid the ambiguity of

the term product description, we will introduce the term features description for description of

the features of a product and product description will refer to the collection of all four parts

(title, brand, price, and features description).

More formally, we define the vocabulary of unique words of all alphabetic parts (i.e., title

and features description) of a product description as the vector w = (w1, w2, . . . , wn). A

product description di is then represented as(
xi
title,x

i
desc, p

i, bi
)
∈ Rn × Rn × R× B (1)

where xi
title and xi

desc represent the title and features description of product description

i, respectively. These vectors contain the counts for each word from the vocabulary. The

term pi represents the price and bi ∈ B represents the brand, where R is the set of real

numbers and B is the set of all known product brands. This definition is necessary as the

HPC framework addresses each part of a product description differently. Furthermore, the set

C = {c1, c2, . . . , cn} represents all known product categories, with a total of n categories. The
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hierarchy is then represented as

H = {(ca, cb) |ca, cb ∈ C ∧ ca ≤ cb} (2)

where ≤ denotes the subsumption relationship. A set of product descriptions is denoted by D =

{d1, d2, . . . , dm}, where di ∈ D represents a product description i, i.e., di =
(
xi
title,x

i
desc, p

i, bi
)
.

Also, we let the vector y denote the category mappings of the product descriptions. Conse-

quently, y contains m values. We assume here that a product belongs only to one category

(the most specific one).

In the data preparation process, there are the two main steps that are performed on the

content of the product descriptions. First, all stop words are removed from the title and

features description. The HPC framework does not define a stop word list, this has to be

specified by the user. This enables the user of the system to perform fine adjustments to

decide which words are considered stop words and which are not. The removal of stop words

eliminates the noise stop words introduce. The accuracy of a classification algorithm often

increases after the removal of stop words. Even though in our evaluations we have used a

standardized stop word list, a more automated approach could be employed, such as the one

proposed in [46].

After the stop words are removed, the remaining words of the product title and features

description are stemmed. Many word stemming algorithms exist and the HPC framework does

not restrict the usage of any particular stemming algorithm. The default stemming algorithm

is the Porter stemming algorithm [29]. After the stemming process has completed, we have a

set of product descriptions that are prepared for the classification system processes.

3.2 Classification system

The classification system, the core of the HPC framework, is used to classify product descriptions

and it consists of a hierarchy of classifiers nodes (a hierarchy similar to the product taxonomy

nodes, but without the product taxonomy leaves). A classifier node is a collection of classifiers

that are trained on different parts of the product description. The classification system is

based on the top-down approach. The reason for choosing the top-down approach is that it can

select different features depending on the classifier location in the taxonomy. As mentioned

earlier, features ‘mobile’ and ‘phone’ may be appropriate for a decision between Electronics,

Home & Garden, and Sports, but become less useful when the classifier has to decide between

the children of the category Electronics/Mobile Phones.

We propose the so-called K-level top-down approach, where K > 1. The parameter K is

the highest level of the product taxonomy where classifier nodes will be placed. If K = 2,

then the classification takes place on the first and second level of the taxonomy (i.e., levels 0

and 1). Figure 3 shows an example of a classification system with K = 2. We can see that

the first classifier node decides between the categories ‘Electronics’ and ‘Sports’ (level 0). If

‘Electronics’ is chosen by the first classifier node, then the second classifier node has to classify

to either ‘Home’, ‘Communication’, ‘Knives’, ‘Mobile Phones’, or ‘Monitors’. In this case, this

is the last classifier and therefore it classifies to the leaves of the sub-taxonomy. If ‘Sports’ was

chosen, then another classifier (also on level 1) had to decide between ‘Jackets’ and ‘Shoes’.

In this case the leaves are also the children of the node ‘Sports’.

In the HPC framework, classifier nodes are constructed by using classifier recipes. A

classifier recipe contains the necessary information to construct a classifier node. It defines
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which classification techniques and feature selection methods are used for what parts of the

product description. It is important to note that each level in the category hierarchy can

have its own classifier recipe. Consequently, classifier nodes can differ from level to level in

the category hierarchy. Figure 4 shows the structure of a classifier recipe. A classifier recipe

consists of four components. The first two components each define a feature selector and a

text classifier, which are used for the title and the features description. The third component

is a classification algorithm that operates on the brand and price. The fourth component

is a specialized algorithm that is used in the case that a category is present in the product

description. In this paper, we propose and evaluate such an algorithm. For the brand and

price, one can choose any classifier that takes as input one numerical and one categorical

variable.

3.2.1 Constructing classifier nodes

For each node, a classifier recipe is used. The classifier node encompasses four classifiers that

use different parts of the product description (i.e., (1) title, (2) description, (3) brand and

price, and (4), [optional] category). In order to construct a classifier node, one needs to have a

classifier recipe, a training set

D ⊂ Rn × Rn × R× B, (3)

and a target vector y where the values are taken from the set of categories C. A product

description di, as discussed in Section 3.1, is represented as(
xi
title,x

i
desc, p

i, bi
)
∈ D, (4)

For both the title and the features description, a classifier recipe defines the feature selector

and text classifier (first classifier and second classifier, respectively). A feature selector selects

Electronics
Sports

CommunicationHome Jackets Shoes

Knives

Level = 0

Level = 1

Mobile 

Phones
Monitors

Classified by first 

classifer

Leafs classified by 

second classifier if first 

indicated ‘Electronics’

Classifier system for K = 2

Leafs classified by 

third classifier if first 

indicated ‘Sports’

Fig. 3. K level top-down approach for K = 2.
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Text

Classifier

Price/Brand

classifier

- Brand

- Price

desc
desc

title
title

HPC

Algorithm

Optional:

- Category

Legend

Fig. 4. The structure of a classifier recipe.

relevant features, given a feature matrix X (where each column represents one feature) and a

target vector y. The text classifier must be a function that takes as input a product description

vector x ∈ Rn and outputs one of the categories, predefined by the set C (see Section 3.1). In

order to construct the classifiers for the title and description in the classifier recipe, the feature

selector is first applied to the training sets xtitle and xdesc. Next, the classifier is trained on

the training set through cross validation, to obtain reliable results and to prevent the classifier

to overfit the data. The ‘best’ classifier is chosen, i.e., the one with the highest precision.

The third part of the classifier recipe defines the usage of the brand and the price of the

product description for the purpose of classification. This classifier is trained using cross

validation on the price and brand training data, and the ‘best’ classifier is chosen, i.e., the one

with the highest precision. A classifier recipe defines a threshold β. If the precision of the best

classifier, when considering only instances of the brand provided in a product description, is

below β, then this classifier is not used because it is unreliable. This condition is determined

at runtime. The recipe also defines a threshold parameter δ, this threshold represents the

minimum number of instances in the training data set in order to use this classifier. The δ

threshold ensures that this classifier is used only when there is enough data to make a reliable

decision for the brand/price combination.

Product categories can have different names across systems but also different hierarchies

can be used. For instance, ‘Nintendo DS Games’ can be a child of ‘Games’, where on another

system it is a child of a more specific category ‘Console Games’. The fourth and last part

of a classifier recipe defines the classifier of the given category in a product description. It

requires an algorithm that takes a string input (the given category) and outputs a list of

possible matches, along with the corresponding scores (similar to an m-ary classifier). The

score should be between 0 and 1 and the category with the highest score is the one which

matches the best. The HPC framework defines a custom algorithm for this purpose. When

there is no category given in the product description, this classifier is not used.

In order to meet the above requirements, we propose the Category Mapping algorithm,

which is also employed in [41]. The goal of the Category Mapping algorithm is to identify to
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which existing product category the given product category should be mapped. There are two

difficulties with this process. First, one has to deal with syntactic variations and with semantic

variations. The syntactic variations are for example singular/plural forms, abbreviations, and

typographical mistakes. The semantic variations are synonyms and homonyms. In order

to deal with these issues we developed an algorithm which is able to determine the correct

category for a product with high precision. Before we give the details of the algorithm, we

need to explain existing text similarity measures and other similarity functions that are used

in the algorithm.

The Levenshtein distance [17] is a metric for measuring the amount of difference between

two strings (i.e., the so-called edit distance). The Levenshtein distance between two strings is

given by the minimum number of operations needed to transform one string into the other,

where an operation is an insertion, deletion, or substitution of a single character. We denote

it by alvij , which is the absolute Levenshtein distance between strings i and j. The HPC

framework uses the normalized Levenshtein distance, which is a function of the absolute

Levenshtein distance. We use the notation lvij , which is the normalized Levenshtein distance

between strings i and j. The normalized Levenshtein distance is defined as

lv (i, j) = alv(i,j)
max(length(i),length(j)) (5)

The normalized Levenshtein distance addresses the issue of short string lengths. If you have

two strings, of both length 24, then an absolute Levenshtein distance of 3 is not large. However,

with two strings of length 6 this distance is quite large as it is 50% of the tag length. According

to the absolute Levenshtein distance these two distances are the same. But the normalized

Levenshtein distances are in this case 0.125 and 0.5. This indicates that, according to the

normalized Levenshtein distance, the two pairs of strings do not have the same distance, i.e.,

the first pair is more similar.

The function calcCosineSim (A,B) is used to compute the cosine similarity between two

sets of words A and B, and it is defined as follows:

calcCosineSim (A,B) =
|A ∩B|√
|A|
√
|B|

(6)

With avgLvSim (A,B), the average Levenshtein similarity between two sets of words can be

computed. Using the normalized Levenshtein distance function lv (i, j) for words i and j, we

can give the definition of the function avgLvSim (A,B), where A and B are sets of words, as

following:

avgLvSim (A,B) =
∑
a∈A

∑
b∈B

(1− lv (a, b))
length (a) + length (b)∑

a∈A

∑
b∈B

length (a) + length (b)
(7)

Algorithm 1 shows the steps taken to find a matching product category, given a new

category name. It requires to have an existing set of categories C. The algorithm also requires

to have the set Y of synonyms/syntactic variations of the provided category name. For

this purpose, we use WordNet [8] to gather the category synonyms. The process starts by

combining the category name, which needs to be mapped to an existing category, with all

syntactic variations and synonyms of that category name, obtained from WordNet, in one set
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Z (line 1). After that, the empty set S is created (line 2). In lines 3 through 8, the set S is

filled. For each combination between a category from the set Z and a category from the set

C, the category names are cleaned. The cleaning of category names is necessary in order to

remove any ‘noise’. For example, some users write in words ‘Camera and Photography’ and

others might write the abbreviated form ‘Camera & Photography’. We solve this issue by

replacing occurrences of both ‘and’ and ‘&’ by a space character. After the category names

are cleaned, the similarity between them is computed and added to the set S. The similarity

is stored as a pair together with the category from the set C (the set of existing categories).

The function that is used to calculate the similarity between two cleaned category names is

given by:

getCatSim (A,B) = λ · calcCosineSim (A,B) + (1− λ) · avgLvSim (A,B) (8)

where A and B are sets of words. The function calcCosineSim (A,B) is defined by Equation 6

and avgLvSim (A,B) is defined by Equation 7. The sets A and B are obtained by splitting a

category name on the space character. This is achieved by using the function cleanAndSplit (·),
which also ‘cleans’ the category names, i.e., it replaces the word ‘and’, the word ‘or’, the

character ‘&’, as well as parentheses, comma’s, and other special characters, with a space

character. When all combinations are processed and the set S is filled, a category needs to be

chosen. The category with the highest score in the set S is selected as the matching product

category. If multiple categories exist with the highest score, then the average cosine similarity

between the feature vectors of each category and the product description is computed, and

the category with the highest cosine similarity is chosen. If the highest score is below γ, then

this classifier is not used in the process of classification.

Algorithm 1: The category matching algorithm.

Input : The new category c to be matched to an existing category (text).
Output : The best matching category with the corresponding computed similarity.
Data : The set C (set of categories).

The set Y (synonyms of the new category c).

1 Z = Y ∪ {c};
2 S = {};
3 // for each category pair from Z and C, compute their similarity

4 foreach z in Z do
5 foreach c’ in C do
6 A = cleanAndSplit (z);
7 B = cleanAndSplit (c′);
8 S = S ∪ {(c′, getCatSim (A,B))};
9 end

10 end
11 return {(r,m) ∈ S|∀ (y, n) ∈ S : n ≤ m}
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Algorithm 2: The HPC system construction process.

1 CF = {cf−1} // set of classifier nodes with top-level classifier

2 Q = empty queue ;
3 foreach c in Ctop do
4 enqueue (Q, (c, 0));
5 end
6 i = 0;
7 while notEmpty (Q) do
8 (c, L) = dequeue (Q);
9 if L = K − 2 then

10 cfi = classifier at node c trained on leaf categories under c, using recipe for
level L;

11 else
12 cfi = classifier at node c trained on children categories of c, using recipe for

level L;
13 foreach ch in children(c) do
14 enqueue (Q, (ch, L+ 1));
15 end

16 end
17 CF = CF ∪ {cfi};
18 i = i+ 1;

19 end

3.2.2 Constructing the classification system

In the previous section, we discussed the different parts of a classifier recipe and how we

construct one classifier node, given a set of labeled product descriptions. In order to construct

a complete HPC classification system, at least one recipe is needed. As we will see in Section 4,

it is advisable to use different classifier recipes on each level. In this section we discuss the

design and implementation of the complete HPC classification system.

Algorithm 2 shows the basic steps to construct an HPC classification system. The algorithm

starts by creating a classifier for level −1, this level is one level above the level where the

top-level categories reside (level 0). The first root level classifier always exists, independent

of the value of K. The root level classifier is added to the set of classifier nodes. This task

is performed in lines 1 through 3. From line 4, the algorithm starts a breadth-first traversal

through the category hierarchy, creating classifier nodes where necessary and stopping when it

hits a leaf category node or the current level has exceeded K − 2. The breadth-first traversal

function performs a check for each category, starting with the top-level categories. If the level

of the category node is equal to K − 2, then a classifier is created which is trained on the leaf

category nodes of that category. If this is not the case, then an intermediary classifier node is

created and trained on the children of the current category node, its children are also added

to the queue to be visited. One should note that whenever a classifier node is created, the

corresponding classifier recipe for that level (which the category node resides on) is used.
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3.2.3 Classification Algorithm

The classification process starts at the root level classifier node, which classifies the product

description to one of the top-level categories. Next, the algorithm continues the classification

until the classification results in a category leaf node or the maximum classification depth has

been reach (represented by the K parameter). The algorithm chooses the next classifier node

based on the previous classification.

In each classifier node, the classification is performed by following a simple voting system.

The algorithm classifies a single product description into one of the existing categories from

the set C, as defined in Section 3.1. The algorithm starts by asking each component to cast

a vote on the target category, i.e., each component performs classification, outputting one

product category. The next step is to check if there is a category in the set S which has the

highest amount of votes. If there exist such a category, then that is the category which is

returned as the best match. In the case that no such category exists, the classifier node flags

the product description as unclassifiable. In this case, Scenario 3 would be useful to consider,

i.e., there is a need for modifying the existing category hierarchy by adding one or more new

categories to the hierarchy. However, this scenario is out of the scope of this paper.

The example shown in Figure 3 highlights these steps for K = 2. Because K = 2, there can

be only 2 classification steps. The first classifier node decides between the categories ‘Electronics’

and ‘Sports’ (level 0) and the second classifier node, regardless of the outcome of the first

classifier, will classify the product description to one of the leaves. These leaves are ‘Knives’,

‘Mobile Phones’, or ‘Monitors’ in case the first classifier chose ‘Home’ or ‘Communication’,

and Jackets or Shoes in case the first classifier chose for ‘Sports’.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the proposed framework and its components. The goal is to find

what the best approach is for classifying product descriptions. First, in Section 4.1, we give

an overview of the data collection process for the evaluation of the HPC framework. We also

briefly discuss how we implemented the HPC framework for the purpose of this evaluation.

Then, in Section 4.2, we give an extensive evaluation of the HPC framework, which includes a

discussion of the results for the considered feature selection methods and the classifications

algorithms.

4.1 Data Collection

For the evaluation of the feature selection methods and classification algorithms, we collected a

large data set of product descriptions. The product descriptions are obtained from Amazon.com,

using the Amazon Web Services (AWS) API [1]. This process was implemented in Java.

The product category taxonomy that is used in the evaluation is constructed from existing

Amazon.com categories. Because Amazon.com contains many product categories (around

120,000), we have chosen to use only a subset from all these categories. For the evaluation of

the category mapping algorithm, we used data sets from CircuitCity.com and Amazon.com.

There are in total 319 product categories in the constructed product taxonomy, which is

a simplified but representative view of the original taxonomy. The categories are located in

a hierarchical taxonomy that consists of 4 levels. On the first level, there are 4 categories:

‘Electronics’, ‘Office Products’, ‘Musical Instruments’, and ‘Clothing’. In order to have
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enough data for the training and testing of the classification models, the data set of product

descriptions is collected in such a way that the minimum number of products per category is

200. The total number of collected product descriptions is 419,832, with 18,206 unique brands.

Unfortunately, only 235,105 products are annotated with a brand. The same holds for the

price; only 201,519 product descriptions contain a price. In order to speed-up the retrieval of

the product descriptions, a multi-threaded crawler was developed in order to fetch and process

the product descriptions.

4.2 Results

In this section, we discuss the evaluation of the different aspects of the HPC framework. We

first evaluate the HPC framework for scenario 1, i.e., when no category is present in the

product description and the product description needs to be classified to one of the existing

categories. Then, we focus on the performance of the feature selection and classification

algorithm components, as well as the overall performance of the HPC framework. Next, we

evaluate the proposed algorithm for scenario 2, i.e., when a category is present in the product

description. This consists of an evaluation of the proposed category mapping algorithm.

Although we do not show graphs for every pair of a feature selection algorithm and a

classification algorithm (due to the high number of combinations), we stress that we evaluated

all possible combinations for both the title property and the features description property. In

the text we sometimes refer to these results by numbers instead of graphs.

4.2.1 Feature Selection Approaches

The four feature selection methods that are evaluated are Term Frequency (tf), Mutual

Information (mi), Information Gain (ig) and Chi Square (chi). The reason for choosing these

feature selection methods is that Information Gain and Chi Square have shown good results in

the literature [52]. Furthermore, in a general text categorization context, the Term Frequency

method performs surprisingly well as well, while the Mutual Information was found to perform

badly [52]. We want to investigate if these findings also hold when the employed data set

consists of product descriptions.

Figures 5 and 6 show us a comparison of all pairs of the four feature selection methods for

the title property and features description property, respectively. Given a feature selection

size, each comparison is based on the number of same features that have been selected by

the corresponding two feature selection approaches. On the x-axis of the figures, the feature

selection sizes are shown. On the y-axis the ratio between the number of same features and

the total selected features is shown. For performance reasons, the comparison is performed on

a subset of the data set with 3000 product descriptions. The reason why the x-axis range in

Figure 5 is lower than the x-axis range in Figure 6 is because the title property contains less

features to choose from than the features description property.

There are several interesting findings that follow from these two figures. First, we observe

that the Information Gain and the Chi Square method have a high overlap in selected features

for both the title and features description property. This is in line with findings of other

studies, where Information Gain and Chi Square have been found to be highly correlated

in terms of accuracy [34, 52]. For the title property, at a feature selection size of 50, more

than 45 features are the same (ratio > 0.90). Second, the results suggest that the Term

Frequency method selects features similar to those from Information Gain and Chi Square
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only for larger total number of selected features. This indicates that the findings of [52] (i.e.,

a strong correlation between Term Frequency, Information Gain, and Chi Square) partially

applies also to product descriptions. Third, we observe that the Mutual Information shows

low ratios for all methods. Only when the feature selection size is 100 or larger, the Mutual

Information and Term Frequency method start showing a resemblance in their feature selection

process. Last, the results of the comparisons for the features description property, shown in

Figure 6, indicate that the ratio pair ordering is the same as the ratio pair ordering of the

product title. We do notice that most of the ratios are lower than the ones for the product

title, which suggests that the product descriptions are more heterogeneous than product titles

and that this causes more variation between the methods.

Besides analyzing the relatedness of the different feature selection methods, we also analyzed

the performance of each feature selection method. For this we use the accuracy metric from

information retrieval, which is in our context equal to the precision because we always classify

a product description and we consider this to be a positive. Figures 7 and 8 give us an overview

of the accuracy of the feature selection methods for several feature selection sizes. The goal is

here to compare feature selection methods, which means that we need to fix the classifier for

now. Later on, we will discuss the different combinations of feature selection methods and

classification algorithms and their performance. We chose to use the Näıve Bayes classifier in

this case because it is fast, and more importantly, it requires no parameters to be set. This is

useful because the performance of the Näıve Bayes is then affected only by the used feature

selection method. The results for these experiments are obtained by performing a five-fold

cross-validation procedure on a data set of 5,000 products and the four main root categories.

From the results we obtain three interesting findings. First, the Information Gain and Chi

Square methods are relatively similar and have the highest accuracy. For the title property,

as shown in Figure 7, we observe slightly higher accuracy values for the Chi Square method,
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but we have found these differences not to be significant at a 95% confidence level, using a

paired t-test. On the other hand, for the features description property, shown in Figure 8, the

difference between the Information Gain and Chi Square is significant at a 95% confidence

level. We can conclude that the Information Gain shows significantly better results for the

features description property. The reason for this is most likely that the heterogeneity in the

features description values makes it difficult for the Chi Square feature selection method to

measure the degree of independence between the selected features and the categories. At the

same time, with its higher performance, the Information Gain method seems to be able to

more easily measure the reduction in entropy when knowing the feature.
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Second, we observe that the Term Frequency method performs better than the Mutual

Information method. The weakness of the mutual information criterion, i.e., that the values

are strongly influenced by the marginal probabilities of terms, is validated by these results. [52]

reported similar findings on a Reuters news data set. The authors found that the Information

Gain and Chi Square methods give the best accuracy, but that the Term Frequency method,

although performing worse, is highly correlated with the two. The authors suggest to use

the Term Frequency method because the trade-off between effectiveness and computational

cost, compared to the Information Gain and Chi Square method, is in favor of the Term

Frequency method. Our results support this claim, both for the title property as for the

features description property.

Third, when considering the general influence of the number of features selected (x-axis),

we observe that for the title property, the performance increases more gradually than for

the features description property. For example, for the title property, the accuracy does not

change anymore at approximately 600 features, while for the features description property,

the accuracy barely changes after 400 selected features. This indicates that the title property

is more sensitive to the number of selected features than the features description property.

4.2.2 Classification Algorithms

In the previous section, we focused on the feature selection algorithms. In this section we

focus on the evaluation of the different classifier components. We only present the results

for the k-Nearest Neighbor classifier and the Support Vector Machines classifier. We already

presented the results for the Näıve Bayes algorithm in the previous section.

K-Nearest Neighbor classifier. The initial impression of the k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN)

classifier is that it does not perform very well. We find that the kNN classification technique

is not able to deal appropriately with the product description data. This is different from

what other authors have found, where kNN was able to deliver acceptable performance for the

purpose of general text categorization [10].

In order to obtain valid accuracy values, we again performed a five-fold cross validation
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procedure on the top level categories, with 3000 training product descriptions. Figures 9

and 10 show the accuracy results for two different configurations with the kNN classifier. The

figures show the accuracy for different values of k, i.e., the number of selected neighbors, and

for two features selection methods. Overall, the variance of the results is low, i.e., there is not

much difference between the feature selection methods, except for the Mutual Information

method, which performs far worse than the others. This is illustrated by Figure 9, where we

can see that the Mutual Information reaches a level of 0.55 accuracy when 200 features are

selected. In contrast, we found that other feature selection methods only need 50 features to

obtain such an accuracy (or higher). The same holds for the features description property, i.e.,

only the performance is even worse, with an accuracy of 0.45 at 400 selected features.

The results also show us that sometimes less is more, e.g., Figure 10 shows us that the

accuracy is higher when 200 features are selected than when 400 features are selected. The

only exception is the Mutual Information, which shows an approximately linear relationship
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(which eventually diminishes) between the number of selected features and the accuracy.

Furthermore, we observe that when k increases, the kNN classifier gets more sensitive for

modeling noise. Figure 10 shows us that at k = 7, the accuracy for selected feature counts

400 and 600 is higher than at k = 10. It seems as if the kNN picks up noise from the extra

selected features because of the higher k value.

Support Vector Machines. For the evaluation of the Support Vector machines we

performed the same cross validation procedure (five-fold, with 3000 training samples). We

have chosen for the SVM one-against-one approach. With the one-against-one approach, one

needs to train more SVMs than with the one-against-all approach. Our experiments showed

that the one-against-one approach performs better with respect to accuracy. That is why

we provide a thorough evaluation of the one-against-one approach (with many parameter

combinations). Further, we fixed the choice of the kernel. We choose the Radial Basis function

(RBF) kernel [2] because the RBF kernel was found to give the best performance on text

categorization [13]. Following from our experimental setup, we have to optimize only two

parameters: the box constraint in the dual form notation of the SVM definition, and the γ

parameter, which determines the width of the RBF kernel.

The general results of the SVM classifier are better than the kNN method, as we found

the highest accuracy to be 78.07%. We observe that the SVM classifier is very sensitive to the

two parameters. Typical behavior is shown in Figure 11. We notice that a value γ = 1 is not

suitable as the accuracy does not exceed 60% and the accuracy drops as the number of selected

features increases. [13] reports an optimal γ of 0.6. Our results show that the optimal value of

γ for our data set is much larger, somewhere around 50. The higher value of γ indicates that

the classification model required for our task is relatively complex, i.e., the influence of single

features can be quite large. The reason for this is that the employed data set is to a relatively

high degree semi-structured when compared to traditional text classification data sets (such

as news articles or blog posts).

The most optimal configuration of the SVM classifier, for the features description property,
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is for γ = 50 and box constraint = 100. The accuracy results for this configuration are shown

in Figure 12. We observe that the overall accuracy is higher for the features description

property, most likely because of the extra terms it contains compared to the title property,

which helps the classifier to obtain an accurate classification.

A surprising result is that the best accuracy of the Näıve Bayes classifier is higher than

the best accuracy of the SVM classifier. As shown in Figures 7 and 8, for both the title and

features description property, the Näıve Bayes classifiers obtain an accuracy well above 80%,

while the accuracy of the best SVM does not exceed 80%. Studies from the past have shown

that the Näıve Bayes classifier can achieve comparable performance as the SVM classifier [12]

and our findings provide further evidence for this claim.

4.2.3 Evaluating the HPC Framework

In this section, we evaluate the HPC framework as a whole. Table 1 shows us the accuracy of

a K = 3 HPC classification system. The results are obtained through cross validation and

3000 training product descriptions. In this case, both for the title and features description,

a Näıve Bayes classifier is used with an Information Gain feature selector set to select 400

features. The Price/Brand classifier is implemented using Quadratic Discriminant Analysis

(QDA) [23]. This method aims to classify the category given the brand and the price. The

price is first transformed by applying the natural logarithm. This classifier is trained only on

categories that contain the brand.

Table 1 show the accuracy for each considered level of the category hierarchy. The first

level is the level where the root product categories reside. For example, we can see that the

Näıve Bayes classifier on the title has achieved an accuracy of 74.55% on the first level. The

‘Total’ column indicates the total accuracy for a level. This is the accuracy of the system, the

other column are referred as the accuracy of the individual classifiers.

One might expect that the prices across product categories for a certain brand follow

a particular distribution, and are thereby useful as an input for a classifier, however, this
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Table 1. Accuracy for K = 3 classification system, with Näıve Bayes for title and features
description, and Information Gain with select count equal to 400.

Level Total Title Features desc. Price/Brand

0 82.87% 74.55% 85.48% 13.21%
1 64.76% 69.37% 60.31% 13.24%
2 79.94% 82.65% 83.86% 34.58%

Table 2. Accuracy for K = 3 classification system, with Näıve Bayes for title, SVM (γ = 50, box

constraint=100) for features description, and Information Gain with select count equal to 400.

Level Total Title Features desc. Price/Brand

0 75.04% 74.55% 72.92% 13.21%
1 64.35% 62.14% 66.00% 15.36%
2 81.42% 83.45% 77.63% 37.23%

Table 3. Accuracy for K = 3 classification system, with Näıve Bayes for title and features

description, and Information Gain with select count equal to 1000.

Level Total Title Features desc. Price/Brand

0 83.52% 74.55% 86.13% 13.21%
1 64.45% 69.37% 60.80% 13.21%
2 82.42% 82.97% 84.11% 34.58%

assumption fails for the Amazon.com data set. As we can see in Table 1, the precision on level

0 is 13.21%. The Price/Brand property has also been evaluated with other classifiers, such as

logistic regression and neural networks, although the results remained the same. From these

results, we can conclude that the price and brand are not usable in this context.

We can further observe that at level 0, the feature description is the best property to

choose, as the accuracy of the classifier on this property is 85.48%. For the second level, the

title is the best property to be chosen as it has the highest accuracy on that level. One possible

explanation for this is that at the second level, the model words from the title boost the

classifier more than they do on the first level, where the classification is more coarse-grained.

Finally, on the last level, the classifier on the feature description performs the best.

Table 2 shows us an example where the accuracy, on level 0, of the system is higher than

the individual classifiers. In this case, the best classifiers is trained on the title property, giving

a 74.55% accuracy. Levels 1 and 2 show different behavior than in Table 1, as on level 1 the

features description property scores better and on the third level the title property.

Last, Table 3 shows us a system where only Näıve Bayes classifiers are used on the title

and features description and 1000 features are selected by the Information Gain method. This

combination gives the best results, with a 83.52% accuracy on level 0. For levels 1 and 2,

similar results are obtained as for the classifier in Table 1, i.e., the title scores better on level 1

and the features description scores better again on level 2, with an average accuracy of 76.80%.
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Table 4. An excerpt of the golden standard category mappings.

Original category #1 choice #2 choice #3 choice #4 choice

Blu-Ray & Blu-ray Players DVD Players DVD Drives Car DVD Players
DVD Players

Networking & Networking Networking Hub Other Network
Internet and Switches Devices

Power Supplies System Power
Supplies

Webcams Web Cameras Digital Cameras

Memory/Ram Random Access Computer Memory Memory Cards
Memory (RAM)

Table 5. Results of the category mapping algorithm using γ = 0.80.

Manual mapping Percentage assigned to

1st choice 77.27%
2nd choice 6.36%
3rd choice 8.18%
4th choice 0.91%
5th choice 0.91%

1th, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, or 5th choice 93.63%
Misclassification 6.37%

4.2.4 The Category Mapping Algorithm

For the evaluation of the Category Mapping algorithm, we collected 110 unique categories from

CircuitCity.com and Amazon.com. After collecting these categories we manually mapped the

collected categories to the Shopping.com categories. We do not provide only one mapping per

category, but a list of possible correct mappings for all 110 categories. The first category on

the list is the best choice, the second was the second best, etc. Table 4 shows some examples

of these manual annotations. This manual mapping is used to benchmark our algorithm.

The goal of the algorithm is to map categories as much as possible to categories specified

in the first chosen category, but there is always some subjectivity involved. For instance, for

the mapping of ‘Blu-Ray & DVD Players’ one could assign ‘DVD players’ as first choice while

one could also assign ‘Blu-Ray Players’ as a first choice.

The algorithm for category mapping has only the threshold parameter γ (not to be confused

with the SVM γ parameter). In order to obtain the optimal value, we experimented with

values between 0 and 1 with a step size of 0.05. Using this procedure, we determined that

γ = 0.80 gives the best results. Table 5 shows the results for the algorithm with γ = 0.80

on the 110 categories. We observe that only 6.37% of the 110 categories are not correctly

mapped to one of the corresponding manually chosen Shopping.com categories. This yields

that 93.63% of the categories are correctly mapped to one of the corresponding five manually

assigned categories. 77.27% of the 110 categories, which is 82.53% of total percentage correctly

classified categories (93.63%), are mapped to the first manually chosen category.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposes the Hierarchical Product Classification framework for the purpose of

product classification using a product category taxonomy. The framework defines a classification

system with K levels that is used to classify a product description to one of the leaves. The

innovative part of the framework stems from several aspects. First, the framework uses

classification recipes to construct classifier nodes. The classification recipes allow for flexible

classifiers, i.e., different classifiers and different feature selection can be used on each of the

levels of the product category taxonomy. Furthermore, in order to provide a more complete

picture of the components needed to perform high quality product classification, we have

evaluated several feature selection methods and classification techniques.

From the obtained results we can draw several conclusions. First, we have found the

k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm to be unsuitable as an independent classifier. Besides the

computational cost, the accuracy is too low to be useful in practice. Furthermore, we have

shown that with our product data set, the Näıve Bayes classifier can perform better than

Support Vector Machines, obtaining an average accuracy of 76.80% for product classification.

When considering the properties of a product description, we have found that the features

description provides better predictors for the top levels but that the title provides better

predictors for the lower levels, except for the last level, where the features description gives

again better results.

In the case that a product description contains a category, we make use of our proposed

Category Mapping algorithm, which is a novel algorithm that makes use of semantic and

syntactic matching. The algorithm achieves a precision of 93.63% on a manually mapped

test set. It makes use of the average Levenshtein similarity in order to deal with syntactic

variations of product categories and the cosine similarity for semantic similarity. WordNet is

used to obtain a set of synonyms for each word in the product category, increasing the search

space, and thus, the recall.

In future work we want to further investigate the interaction effects between the classification

algorithms and the feature selection methods. One approach would be to research different

combination strategies at different levels of the product category taxonomy. Another approach

would be to use ensemble techniques to combine classifiers, i.e., a classifier on the title, a

classifier on the features description, and a classifier on both the title and description. A third

option is to use ensemble techniques to combine and evaluate the category mapping algorithm

with the previously presented text classifiers.
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